We welcome the insightful critiques and specific concerns raised by Erbaugh & Agrawal (2017) of our
recent treatise on landscape approaches (Reed et al. 2016). Their contribution provides an opportunity
to clarify and advance an important debate about both the nature and future of multi-functional land
management.
Erbaugh and Agrawal (2017) rightly highlight some of the conceptual difficulties involved in defining the
landscape approach, and our ‘definition’ was more a suggestion for how a landscape approach (LA)
could be, and often is, conceived rather than a concrete characterization of how it should be. We have,
throughout our work, tried to avoid prescriptive approaches. Although we recognize that this may have
been unclear in the excerpt highlighted by Erbaugh and Agrawal (2017), we believe that this more open
interpretation was evident in the context of our article(s) (Reed et al., 2016; Reed et al., 2017) where we
acknowledge the complexity and ambiguity of standardized definitions.
Some of the confusion stems from our use of the term “framework”, as this term’s precise definition
varies across disciplines. Given its specific meaning within social-ecological research (Ostrom, 2009), we
agree with the concerns raised by Erbaugh and Agrawal that it is not suitable for describing the
landscape approach in itself. We also agree that testable frameworks for implementation should be built
on what Erbaugh and Agrawal refer to as the LA “management ethic” and what we regularly refer to as a
LA “process” (rather than a project or rigid management formula). In fact, it was for this reason that we
aimed to “provide the basis for the development of improved landscape management frameworks”
(Reed et al. 2016). Thus, by and large there is general agreement—discipline-specific use of terms aside.
Erbaugh and Agrawal (2017) also question why the “ten principles” of Sayer et al. (2013) were not
included in the search strategy for the systematic review our publications are based on. As Erbaugh and
Agrawal are no doubt aware, we undertook a thorough, and systematic, review process focusing on
landscape approaches and their implementation. The methods employed are clearly outlined in Reed et
al. (2015). In short, in order to best balance inclusivity with specificity, our applied terms were
necessarily more general than the ten principles alone. However, we did include the ten principles as
variables within our data collection strategy. Importantly, we carefully evaluated over 17,000
documents, making this the largest ever assessment of landscape approach theory and application
undertaken to date. As such, we believe our conclusions are robust, and would not be further
influenced by relatively minor changes in the search terms. Moreover, we also agree with Erbaugh and
Agrawal’s assertion that “… most forms of environmental governance (Lemos & Agrawal, 2006) might be
considered a LA”, and are confident we used search terms that captured this broad definition. Indeed,
the fact that many forms of environmental governance (under any guise or name) might be considered
representative of a LA process—or could benefit from adopting LA principles—was emphasized in our
follow up publication evaluating LA implementation in the tropics (Reed et al. 2017). Here, although we
failed to find a single study that fully represented the LA as we perceive it, we did find a number of
studies without reference to the LA per se that showed characteristics of an intrinsic LA philosophy
(Reed et al. 2017).
Importantly, we find ourselves in agreement with Erbaugh and Agrawal (2017) that, despite LA specific
research remaining nascent, there is growing international and cross sectorial interest in the approach
as a pathway to achieving multi-scalar goals and targets of local to global significance. Careful and
critical scholarship will play an important role in deciding the fate of the approach—including open
discussions such as these.
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